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The question often comes
up, how did the Victorian
people celebrate summer
with their long hot clothes,
lack of electricity and other comforts we enjoy?
Many of our activities
were started in this time
period. The first part of
the answer is they enjoyed

Happening in July
Storytime on the Mansion Porch
“Away We Go!”
Fri., July 19
10 am to 11:30 am FREE
Victorian Tea: The Real Alice
in Wonderland
Sun., July 21
4 to 6 pm Fee: $40/person
Registration deadline July 11

Happening in August
In the Good Old Summertime
Sat., Aug. 3
11 am to 3 pm FREE

Fun in the 1900s History
Center
Sat., Aug. 24
10 am to 3 pm FREE

Ongoing
Exhibit: “Family Roots”
Through Jan. 31, 2020
A highlight of the event will be a demonstration of antique bicycles by
the Pennsylvania Wheelman who focus on all aspects of cycle history,
including high wheelers, tricycles and other early 1900’s cycles as part of
our American heritage.

Exhibit: “War Comes to the
Mills”
Through Oct. 10

Continued on Pg. 2
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the great outdoors. New activities
became the rage. Visits to public
parks and libraries increased. Victorian daily life was regulated
with rules of etiquette that were
not to be breached even during
leisure time. Behavior in parks,
such as picking flowers, and engaging in unbecoming conduct
was strictly forbidden. Lawn tennis was a popular sport for middle
class women as they gently patted
the ball back and forth on well
tended lawns. Score was not kept,
but
as
time
went on
and men
joined
the sport,
a
competitive
spirit ensued.
Croquet
was one
of
the
most popular of all recreational
games. It required skill, not
strength, and therefore became a
favorite among women.
Fishing, game hunting, and fox
hunting continued unchanged
from previous centuries. Rowing
became immensely popular as
well as cricket, rugby, soccer and
competitive track events became
the norm in public schools, and
outside of school life as well. The
“Badminton Library of Sports and
Pastimes” (1885-1895) reminds
us of the sheer variety of athletic
activities to be encountered during the later Victorian years.

frescoes of Pompeii. A drawing by
Leonardo da Vinci shows a remarkablely modern looking bicycle. By
1885, John Kemp of the Coventry
Machinist’s Company in England
built his famous 50 lb. Rover, which
had all the major features of today's
bikes. Cycling became a fad of major proportions in both the United
States and Europe. “The Golden Age
of Bicycles” had arrived by 1890
and bicycling clubs for both men
and women flourished on both
sides of the Atlantic as touring and
racing
were
the
rage.
“Wheelwomen” started to wear
shorter skirts, but commentators
thought it was threatening to women’s morals and reputation. As bicycles were adapted to accommodate the heavy, long full skirts that
would get caught in the wheels,
fashion also began to change to suit
the “wheelwoman.” It was believed
that more ingenuity and artistic
skill was needed for a biking outfit
than constructing an elaborate
evening gown. Sailcloth, brillian-

tine and serge were the fabrics of
choice. American cyclists, with an
acute perception of the eternal fitness of things, can be credited with
the most bizarre cycling clothing and
they also stressed same color combinations.
The 1902 lyrics to the Ren Shields
song brings us back:
“There’s a time each year
That we always hold dear
Good Old Summertime”
Join us as we celebrate summer with
a day of old fashioned fun with the
Pennsylvania Wheelman who promote the restoration and riding of
early cycles. They will offer demonstrations during the day wearing vintage style clothing of the time period.
We will also offer lawn games, a visit
to the general store, an opportunity
to try on vintage clothes and take a
photo, and mansion tours. Not to be
missed as you stroll the grounds is
the 15th Pennypacker Mills British
Car Show hosted by the Delaware
Valley Classic MG Chapter.

British Car Show too!
These examples of British motor car and motorcycle design and engineering harken back to the time when England had many different small, independent and individualistic car and bike companies stressing nimble handling and classic design. They were a statement of one’s lifestyle and chosen means of transportation when there was time to enjoy both.
See exciting examples and vote for your favorite!

Nothing, it seems, changed Victorian life as much as the bicycle.
Historians are not able to pinpoint
the exact moment the bicycle was
created. Tomb paintings from
ancient Egypt suggest a distant
ancestor of the bicycle. Some researchers maintain that sketches
of bicycles can be seen among the
Continued on Pg. 2
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When people emigrated from Europe to the New World in the 17th
and 18th centuries, many of them
came with just the clothes they
were wearing. If you were lucky
enough to have some possessions
after paying for the cost of the
voyage, one would pack them in a
wooden trunk that would later
serve as a piece of furniture in
their home. Samuel W. Pennypacker collected a few of these
trunks. One of them was owned
by Henrich Pannebecker in 1767
and Samuel wrote the following in
regards to it.
Henrich Pennypacker, son of Jacob,
grandson of Henrich, and brother
of my great grandfather, Matthias,
was a Mennonite preacher, living
on the Schuylkill where is now
Spring City. His name is on a tablet
on the wall of the old Mennonite
Meeting House at Germantown,
where he sometimes preached.

styles of chests
had
changed,
and was less
primitive. They
were then being
made of walnut,
here
plentiful,
but
scarce
abroad, and with
three
drawers
underneath, like
the one I have
which belonged
to his first cousin
Samuel. Positive
evidence however is found on the
chest itself. The
hasp placed too
far to the left had
cut the clasp of the lock. He had it
removed further to the right and
the hole closed with a wooden plug.
This repair and decoration of an
old chest shows that he had some
good reason to appreciate it.

At the age of twenty-one he married June 15, 1767 Barbara Tyson.
Like the Dutch Maidens of that
time she had a store of homemade
linen and woolen spun by herself.
He had this chest decorated with
tulips and typical flower, and made
ready for her. It was then an old
chest which had come across the
ocean. The iron hinges and the
lock are almost identical in shape
with one I own, made in Germany
in 1706. It is not at all probable
that those used in Pennsylvania
sixty-one years later would be of
the same make. Moreover, the

Usually the name of the woman
was put on the chest. I have seen a
dozen of them so marked, and never before one with the name of the
man. He put his name on it because it came through his family,
and not hers. It was probably the
gift of his mother, a widow. In the
inventory of his father, Jacob, who
died in 1752, beside an old case of
drawers there appears: "To a close
press and wats in it £6." It must
have been then full of clothes. But
Jacob was born here, and did not
come from Europe. This chest appears to have been the one in

which
Hendrick
Pannebecker
brought his things across the ocean
about 1699, and it may even be that
Henry intended in 1767 to put the
name of his grandfather on it.
Since Jacob was only thirty-seven
years of age when he died, if the
case of drawers was "old" it must
likewise have come from an earlier
generation. Jacob lived and died in
Skippack on part of the lands of his
father, who in 1752 a lonely old
man of seventy-eight had gone to
live with his son, John, in Providence. Jacob then owed him upon
"Book Debts due" the sum of £36.
Sam'l W. Pennypacker
April 3, 1911
This trunk is on display as part of
the exhibit “Family Roots” in the
Continued on Pg. 2
second floor galleries.
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Sat., August 24
10 am to 3 pm FREE
The fun begins as Pennypacker Mills opens the 1900s
History Center for all to enjoy! Plan to step back in
time and discover what life was like at the turn of the
20th century.

Above: History Center housed in the
historic barn at Pennypacker Mills.

er boys and experience
life in a Pennsylvania coal
mine too.

With a wide variety of activities to engage in, kids of
all ages (even adults) will find themselves doing
hands-on activities.

On display are graphic
images of children doing
a variety of jobs in the
coal mines. Girls were
also sent out to work at
an early age. See the
kinds of jobs they were
hired for too.

General Store: Visit the General Store where you
can shop ‘til you drop! Find out why General Stores
were so important to towns like Schwenksville and
how the train line brought merchandise, newspapers,
and summertime residents to the area.

Displays: See the kinds of transportation that
were available...horses and wagons, trains, early
automobiles, or on foot!
Compare how objects have changed over time
from games, school desks, communication, clothing, and more.

Find out what was available to buy in general stores
like Pennypacker & Bromer. Pick up your mail, play a
game of checkers with a friend, buy what the family
needed for the week, grind some grain into flour and
weigh some dried beans too.
A Child’s Life in the Coal Mine:
Boys as young as 5 and 6 years old worked in coal
mines in Pennsylvania. As they got older, the jobs got
more dangerous. See how young breaker boys
worked long hours in collieries sorting and sizing
coal. Wearing protective gear, kids can portray break-

Stop at the Predictions display and see how people one-hundred years ago thought the world
would work one-hundred years later! Some
things are ever changing, and others never
change! Write your own predictions and post
them on the display. Get creative!
Horse
&
Buggy:
Climb aboard the buggy and feel it rumble
along as if on a dirt
road. Hold the reins
and yell, “giddy up!”
Take a picture to remember it all by!
Continued on Pg. 2
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Sun., July 21

4 to 6 pm

Fee: $40/person

In July of 1862, a young man named Charles Lutwidge
Dodgson, a shy Oxford lecturer in mathematics who
wrote under the pen name, Lewis Carroll, created a magical story of a self-assured young girl named Alice who
tumbled through a rabbit hole into Wonderland. While the story is fascinating, so is the
story of these two people.
As the story goes, Alice, the heroine of the story shrinks and grows; meets an array of
unusual people including the Queen of Hearts, a mad Hatter, and attends a tea party.
The result was a book entitled, “Alice’s Adventures Underground.” Later he would also
write “Through the Looking Glass.” In all these books, a young Alice Liddell (Paul) is the Above: Alice Liddell, circa 1860.
main character.
Source: The Morgan

Join us as living historian Alisa Dupuy uncovers more interesting parts of the story of
young Alice and Lewis Carroll. Find out the real story of Alice!

Library & Museum.

A three-course meal will be served during the presentation by period dressed servants
on the Pennypacker mansion porch. Come for this fascinating look at one of the most
inquisitive stories of the 19th century!
Clip and return with your payment.

Pre-register for the Victorian Tea! You may pay via personal check, or credit card by phone. Call the site
for availability before sending a check. Pre-registration deadline Thurs. July 11.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Your Name

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Street Address

City

_________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________

Tel #

_____ X $40 =
# People Fee

$____________
Total Enclosed

State

Zip Code

Email for e-confirmation

My guest’s names:
_______________________________________________________________________

Make checks payable to Pennypacker Mills
Mail to: Pennypacker Mills
5 Haldeman Road,
Schwenksville, PA 19473

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________

Continued on Pg. 2
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Practical & Necessary
Aprons are a garment worn at the
front of the body, for practical and
decorative purposes. The term,
“apron,” comes from the French
word 'naperon', meaning a small
tablecloth. Aprons have been
worn to protect garments and indicate status. They can depict the
rank or a group affiliation of the
wearer. They can be made of cotton, muslin, linen, canvas, leather
(think of a blacksmith), or rubber.
According to Catherine Bradley,
author of Servants, Housewives,
Vixens, and the Ever-Changing
Apron, “Their purpose was two-

fold. The first was to provide an
easily exchangeable covering
that enabled a servant to change
aprons quickly in order to maintain a crisp, clean appearance at
all times. The second was to
identify and depersonalize the
domestic servant, who had little
social status.”
Styles of Aprons
Most aprons tied at the waist.
They could be half aprons that had
a small piece of fabric that went
from the waist to mid-thigh or
longer. More appropriate in the
early 1900’s, was the full or bib
apron which covered the chest
and tied behind the neck and
waist. The hierarchy of servants
meant that nursemaids and parlour maids were permitted ruffles
on the apron shoulder straps,
while chambermaids and scullery
maids were not, in keeping with
their lowly station in life. Ruffles
were a mark of status within the
realm of servants.

Aprons for Housework
Women in the late 19th century
had much less clothing, therefore,
using an apron protected their
precious garments. The apron was
traditionally viewed as an essential garment for anyone doing
housework. Aprons were worn
traditionally by women who were
the ones who did the cooking and
washed dishes. Crisp white
aprons were the norm in the Edwardian Era.
Rationale for Aprons
Bradley explains the importance
of wearing an apron versus not:
“The apron was particularly important prior to the 20th century
because of the labour involved in
laundering clothes. Since the majority of North American households did not have running water
in 1890, water for laundry needed
to be brought in from outdoors and
heated on the wood stove, and
clothing had to be scrubbed by
hand. Laundry soap was made by
shaving pieces of homemade lye
soap, which was caustic to the
hands. Even with a washboard, the
ridges of which helped users to
force laundry soap through cloth,
washing clothes required vigorous
scrubbing and sustained effort to
achieve good results. Clearly, it was
easier to wash an apron, which was
made of a small amount of utilitarian fabric, than to wash a dress of
the same period. The apron was
less valuable than the dress, since
the apron was easier to make,
whereas dressmaking required a
high skill level and large amounts
of fabric.”

Above: Girl in Apron - Painting
Source: Painting by Berthe Morisot
circa 1875; wikimedia commons

Aprons for Sale
The 1908 Sears & Roebuck mail
order catalogue illustrated ten
different styles of aprons and
tried to convince women that “it
really doesn’t pay to make them
when you can buy them already
made for the actual cost of the material.” A bib apron of good blue
gingham was 24 cents.
Modern Efficiency
In 1910, there was a major shift in
the way housework was viewed as
scientific management principles
that were developed for factories,
were now applied to the home. In

Above: Advertisement for Hoosier
Cabinet.
Continued on Pg. 2
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a 1912 article in Ladies Home Journal entitled, “The New Housekeeping,” by Christine Frederick, the emphasis was on incorporating efficiency engineering into the kitchen
layout by minimizing the amount of
steps between areas within the
kitchen. Thus, the development of
the Hoosier Cabinet, which was said
to “save miles of steps.” As kitchens

became more scientific, aprons increasingly reflected this move toward efficiency. Apron styles reflected the looser dress shape of
1910, and were made of a plain undecorated white cotton or linen that
was bleached by the sun as it dried
on the clothesline. The apron was
comprised of a bib with sturdy
shoulder straps, a secure waist tie,

and a full coverage apron skirt
that ended sensibly above the
shoe. The apron lost the purely
decorative ruffles of the early
period.
Next time you cook, why not
put an apron on as your grandmother did. It just may prevent
spills and stains on your
clothes!

Below is an article entitled, “Grandmas Apron,” which gives us a nostalgic look back at why aprons were so
popular. Enjoy.
I don't think most kids today know what an apron is. The principle use of Mom's or Grandma's apron was to
protect the dress underneath because she only had a few. It was also because it was easier to wash aprons
than dresses and aprons used less material. But along with that, it served as a potholder for removing hot pans
from the oven.
It was wonderful for drying children's tears, and on occasion was even used for cleaning out dirty ears.
From the chicken coop, the apron was used for carrying eggs, fussy chicks, and sometimes half-hatched eggs to
be finished in the warming oven.
When company came, those aprons were ideal hiding places for shy kids.
And when the weather was cold, she wrapped it around her arms.
Those big old aprons wiped many a perspiring brow, bent over the hot wood stove.
Chips and kindling wood were brought into the kitchen in that apron.
From the garden, it carried all sorts of vegetables. After the peas had been shelled, it carried out the hulls.
In the fall, the apron was used to bring in apples that had fallen from the trees.
When unexpected company drove up the road, it was surprising how much furniture that old apron could dust
in a matter of seconds.
When dinner was ready, she walked out onto the porch, waved her apron, and the men folk knew it was time
to come in from the fields to dinner.
It will be a long time before someone invents something that will replace that ‘old-time apron' that served so
many purposes.
REMEMBER:
Moms and Grandmas used to set hot baked apple pies on the window sill to cool. Her granddaughters set
theirs on the window sill to thaw.
They would go crazy now trying to figure out how many germs were on that apron.
I don't think I ever caught anything from an apron - but love.

Continued on Pg. 2
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Come to the Mills this summer for special programs where we’ll explore a different aspect of the
early 1900’s through books and a craft. Come one, come all! FREE, suggested donation $2/child.
“Away We Go”
Fri., July 19
10 am to 11:30 am
Meet Morgan & Jonah
who take a bicycle ride
during the Golden Age of Bicycles. Find out
who they meet along the way as they take an
adventurous ride!

Make a special bicycle themed craft afterwards.

“Galloping Gertrude”
Fri., Aug. 16
10 am to 11:30 am
Grandfather takes young Timothy and his sister, Beth for a
ride in his new Pierce-Arrow
Touring auto where the adventure begins. What
will the neighbors think? What will nearby farmers
do when the noise and smoke of the automobile
spooks the animals! Come along for the ride!
Make a special auto themed craft afterward.

Continued on Pg. 2

